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820761 - ITCMM - Advanced Course on Heat and Mass Transfer

Unit in charge: Barcelona School of Industrial Engineering
Teaching unit: 724 - MMT - Department of Heat Engines.
Degree: MASTER'S DEGREE IN ENERGY ENGINEERING (Syllabus 2013). (Optional subject).
Academic year: 2020  ECTS Credits: 5.0  Languages: Catalan, English, Spanish

LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: JESUS CASTRO GONZALEZ
Others: Carlos David Pérez Segarra, Assensi Oliva

PRIOR SKILLS

Prior skills: the general aspects of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat and mass transfer.

REQUIREMENTS

Requirements: Knowledge equivalent to completion of the levelling course of the Master's.

DEGREE COMPETENCES TO WHICH THE SUBJECT CONTRIBUTES

Specific:
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.

Transversal:
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Teaching methodology:

The course teaching methodologies are as follows:

- Lectures and conferences: presentation of knowledge by lecturers or guest speakers.
- Participatory sessions: collective resolution of exercises, debates and group dynamics, with the lecturer and other students in the classroom; classroom presentation of an activity individually or in small groups.
- Theoretical/practical supervised work (TD): classroom activity carried out individually or in small groups, with the advice and supervision of the teacher.
- Homework assignment of reduced extension: carry out homework of reduced extension, individually or in groups.
- Homework assignment of broad extension: design, planning and implementation of a project or homework of broad extension by a group of students, and writing a report that should include the approach, results and conclusions.
- Evaluation activities (EV).

Training activities:

The course training activities are as follows:

- Face to face activities
  - Lectures and conferences: learning based on understanding and synthesizing the knowledge presented by the teacher or by invited speakers.
  - Participatory sessions: learning based on participating in the collective resolution of exercises, as well as in discussions and group dynamics, with the lecturer and other students in the classroom.
  - Presentations (PS): learning based on presenting in the classroom an activity individually or in small groups.
  - Theoretical/practical supervised work (TD): learning based on performing an activity in the classroom, or a theoretical or practical exercise, individually or in small groups, with the advice of the teacher.

- Study activities
  - Homework assignment of reduced extension (PR): learning based on applying knowledge and presenting results.
  - Homework assignment of broad extension (PA): learning based on applying and extending knowledge.
  - Self-study (EA): learning based on studying or expanding the contents of the learning material, individually or in groups, understanding, assimilating, analysing and synthesizing knowledge.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT

Objectives:

Formation, at a medium level, in heat transfer by conduction, convection and radiation and fluid dynamics: phenomenological aspects, mathematical formulation (basic conservation laws and constitutive laws) and analytical and numerical resolution techniques. Methodologies of resolution of problems of technological interest which different forms of combined heat transfer are presented.

Learning results:

At the end of the course, the student:

- Intensification in the physical description of the phenomena of heat and mass transfer and its mathematical formulation.
- Application of different computational techniques for the numerical solution of these phenomenologies.
- Development of in-house numerical codes to the study of fluid dynamic and thermal behaviour of different cases of technological interest and motivating for students. Emphasis is placed on aspects of code verification, verification of numerical solutions obtained and validation of the mathematical formulation used.
STUDY LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guided activities</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>93,4</td>
<td>74.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours small group</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>23.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 125.1 h

CONTENTS

Mathematical formulation of heat transfer and fluid dynamics

Description:
Basic mathematical formulation as integral phenomena of fluid dynamics and heat transfer: isolated systems, closed systems, interaction with the outside view of Euler and Lagrange (particle and finite volume); open systems. Vector and tensor notation. Mathematical formulation in differential form: basic equations (conservation of mass, momentum, energy, entropy) and derivative equations (kinetic energy, vorticity, heat, exergy,...). Constitutive laws.

Specific objectives:
Introduction to basic mathematical formulations of fluid dynamics and heat and mass transfer.

Related activities:
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Guided activities
- Reduced scope work
- Broad scope work

Related competencies:
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

Full-or-part-time: 21h 30m
Theory classes: 5h
Guided activities: 1h 30m
Self study : 15h
Introduction to turbulence

Description:

Specific objectives:
Introduction to basic mathematical formulations of fluid dynamics and heat and mass transfer.

Related activities:
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Guided activities
- Reduced scope work
- Broad scope work

Related competencies:
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

Full-or-part-time: 25h
Theory classes: 6h
Guided activities: 2h
Self study: 17h
Zonal resolution of convection. Boundary layer and potential zone.

Description:

Specific objectives:
- Approach of a zonal resolution methodology of flows based on the division of non-viscous zones and boundary layers.
- Presentation of solutions for semi-empirical laminar boundary layer.
- Turbulent boundary layer structure and characterisation.

Related activities:
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Guided activities
- Reduced scope work
- Broad scope work

Related competencies:
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

Full-or-part-time: 28h 30m
Theory classes: 7h
Guided activities: 2h 30m
Self study : 19h
Heat transfer by radiation

**Description:**
Numerical radiation phenomena. Specific intensity of radiation. General formulation of the fundamental equation of radiation (RTE or Radiative Transfer Equation). Review of methods of analysis of radiation in non-participating media. Extension of the formulation to participating media. Introduction to numerical resolution techniques of intensity of spectral and directional radiation according to the DOM (Discrete Ordinate Methods) and FVM (Finite Volume Method) methods.

**Specific objectives:**
- Basic formulation of radiation.
- Review of methodologies of calculation in the case of non-participating media.
- Extension in the case of participating media with regard to character and directional spectral radiation. Numerical methods of resolution (DOM and FVM).

**Related activities:**
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Guided activities
- Reduced scope work
- Broad scope work

**Related competencies:**
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

**Full-or-part-time:** 25h
- Theory classes: 6h
- Guided activities: 2h
- Self study: 17h
# Vapour-liquid phase change

**Description:**

**Specific objectives:**
- Detailed phenomenological description and mathematical formulation of the phenomena of evaporation and condensation on the exterior of surfaces. Specific techniques of numerical resolution.
- Detailed phenomenological description and mathematical formulation of evaporation and condensation phenomena on the interior of ducts. Detailed analysis of one-dimensional types (permanent or temporary).

**Related activities:**
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Guided activities
- Reduced scope work
- Broad scope work

**Related competencies:**
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

**Full-or-part-time:** 25h
- Theory classes: 6h
- Guided activities: 2h
- Self study: 17h
**ACTIVITIES**

### Theory classes

**Description:**
Methodology in large group. The content of the course will follow a model of exhibition class and participation. The material is organised into different groups according to the content areas of knowledge of the subject.

**Specific objectives:**
At the end of this activity, students should be able to master the knowledge, consolidate them and apply them correctly to various technical problems. Moreover, being a techno-scientific subject, the lectures should serve as a basis for the development of other more technical subjects related to the field of heat, such as refrigeration, or Solar Thermal Engines.

**Material:**
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

**Delivery:**
This activity is evaluated in conjunction with the second activity (problems) through coursework and testing knowledge.

**Related competencies:**
- CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
- CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
- CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.

**Full-or-part-time:** 40h
- Theory classes: 20h
- Self study: 20h

### Practical classes

**Description:**
Methodology in large group and medium group, as long as the availability of the professor permits it. On each topic there will be some problems in the classroom so that students acquire the necessary guidelines to carry out this resolution: simplifying assumptions, approach, numerical resolution, discussion of results.

**Specific objectives:**
At the end of this activity, students should be able to apply theoretical knowledge to solve different types of problems. Given the methodology, students should be able to:
1. Understand the statement and analyse the problem.
2. Propose and develop a scheme of the same resolution.
3. Solve the problem using proposed equations with a suitable algorithm resolution.
4. Critically interpret the results.

**Material:**
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

**Delivery:**
This activity is evaluated in conjunction with the first activity (theory) through coursework and exams.

**Full-or-part-time:** 22h
- Theory classes: 10h
- Guided activities: 2h
- Self study: 10h
Guided activities

Description:
Students must perform guided activities. The activities consist in solving small problems, of which the data may be the result of a laboratory experiment or proposed data by the professor. The structure to be followed:
- Preparation of the activity by a manual of practice.
- Groups of 2 or 3 people with a maximum duration of two hours.
- Discussion of the results obtained and the problems that have arisen during the course of practice.
- Completion of a report on the practice carried out with results, questions and conclusions. This report will be evaluated together with the completion of the practice.

Specific objectives:
Consolidate the knowledge acquired in theory classes and practices.

Material:
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

Delivery:
Reports should follow guidelines given in class.

Related competencies:
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.

Full-or-part-time: 12h
Guided activities: 2h
Self study: 10h
Reduced scope work

Description:
Resolution of two problems based on situations posed by the professor.

Specific objectives:
Consolidate the knowledge acquired in theory classes and practices.

Material:
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

Delivery:
The report should follow guidelines given in class.

Related competencies:
- CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
- CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
- CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
- CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

Full-or-part-time: 12h
Guided activities: 2h
Self study: 10h
### Broad scope work

**Description:**
Resolution of a problem based on situations posed by the professor or student.

**Specific objectives:**
Expand and consolidate the knowledge acquired in theory classes and practices.

**Material:**
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

**Delivery:**
The report should follow guidelines given in class.

**Related competencies:**
- CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
- CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
- CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.
- CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.

**Full-or-part-time: 17h**
- Guided activities: 2h
- Self study: 15h
Written test

Description:
Development of a written test of the course contents 1 and 2. It includes theoretical aspects and development problems.

Specific objectives:
Demonstrate the level of knowledge achieved in theoretical activities and problems.

Material:
Recommended references. Notes from the professor (copy and/or ATENEA).

Delivery:
The exam will be held freely and the statement delivered along with the statement duly filled in with the data required.

Related competencies:
CEMT-5. Employ technical and economic criteria to select the most appropriate thermal equipment for a given application, dimension thermal equipment and facilities, and recognise and evaluate the newest technological applications in the production, transportation, distribution, storage and use of thermal energy.
CEMT-7. Analyse the performance of equipment and facilities in operation to carry out a diagnostic assessment of the use system and establish measures to improve their energy efficiency.
CT4. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.
CT3. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

Full-or-part-time: 22h
Guided activities: 2h
Self study: 20h

GRADING SYSTEM

Midterm exam: 20%
Final exam: 35%
Works developed individually or in groups throughout the course (TR): 45%
**EXAMINATION RULES.**

Here are the rules of the system for evaluating the educational activities of the course.

Written test (PE).

There will be a final exam for the course. Students must complete both theoretical questions and problems related to the theoretical and practical content of the course. Reviews and/or claims regarding the examinations will be conducted according to the dates and times established in the academic calendar.

Work done individually or in groups along the course (TR).

Students must follow the instructions explained in class and contained in the file for the work that will be proposed to the student in relation to different teaching content of the course. As a result of these activities, students must submit a report (preferably in PDF format) to the professor, with the deadline to be fixed for each activity. The evaluation work will involve both its realisation and a possible defense.

Attendance and participation in classes and laboratories (AP).

The labs will be assessed both in their implementation and in the implementation of practical exercises that will be proposed; they can begin during the class schedule planned for this type of activity to be completed (if applicable) as an autonomous activity, following the instructions given in class. The results of practical exercises delivered to the teacher must follow the instructions given in class.

The evaluation of the practice will involve both its realisation and a possible defense.

Quality and performance of group work (TG).

The reports of practices and/or group work will be assessed individually on the oral defense if necessary or of any single group on the report.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**Basic:**

**Complementary:**
RESOURCES

Audiovisual material:
- Transparencies from class. Resource
- Notes. Resource